
The finishing touch! 

As interior designers, we put a lot of energy into

structuring a room, choosing furniture and 

lighting, and picking fabrics. But don't forget the

walls! Paintings, sculpture, and mirrors are the

ideal ways of completing a room. Art can change

the entire mood. Modern art looks just as good

in a traditional setting, and can take the vision of

the space and skew it into another dimension.

Similarly, a very stark room can be enlivened and enriched by a classic painting from the

18th century in a gilded frame. Mirrors are another way to enhance a wall. Light bounces

off mirrors and can create a romantic effect, while the frame style can evoke a certain feel.

There is a large variety of mirrors available to choose from, whatever your style may be.

LIGHTING NEWS

Bring the Guggenheim

home!

This floor lamp takes on

a sculptural effect, which

has the dual purpose of

lighting up your home as

well as being a piece of

modern art.

Exclamation Mark!

Punctuate the room with structural and 

artistic table lights. How cool are these?

I welcome feedback or comments as I would like to make this newsletter as useful as possible for you. Feel free to

pass this along to friends or let me know if you would like me to add someone to the mailing list.
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Besides designing rooms 

and outdoor spaces, 

clients hire me for some 

of the following:

· Paint color choices

· Finding fabric, furniture, 

accent pieces, 

light fixtures, or 

accessories

· Choosing finishes, tiles, 

and materials for 

bathroom and kitchen 

renovations

· Space planning

· Consultations
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SPOTTED!

Mirror, mirror on

the wall...

There is a plethora

of styles — from 

casual to elegant —

to add interest to

any wall. What an

easy way to reflect

your own style and

taste.


